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ABSTRACT

We present algorithms for automatic image annotation
and retrieval based on pixel�based color� and block� or
region�based texture features� Region formation has
been accomplished by utilizing Gibbs random �elds or
morphological based operations� Color� and texture
indexing may be knowledge�based �using appropriate
training sets� or by example� The algorithms are de�
signed to� i� o�er the user a wide range of options and
	exibilities in order to enhance the outcome of the search
and retrieval operations� and ii� provide a compromise
between accuracy and computational complexity�

� INTRODUCTION

In recent years� we have seen a growing interest in ac�
cessing� searching� retrieving� and handling of digital
images� with an emphasis on intelligent� content�based
processing� The present trend is to develop systems that
assist a user in accessing and retrieving images based on
some low� or mid�level features� such as color� texture�
etc� in an automatic or semi�automatic fashion� Among
the systems� found in the literature �see 
�� � for sur�
veys�� are IBM�s Query by Image Content �QBIC� 
�
which can index and retrieve images based on color� tex�
ture� shape� and sketches� MIT�s Photobook 
� which
employes eigenimages� �nite elements� and Wold decom�
position to represent appearances� shapes� and textures
respectively� Columbia University�s Multimedia�VOD
testbed system 
� where color� texture� and shape sets
can be integrated using logical AND�OR operations�
and MIT�s FourEyes system 
� which selects the most
suitable models for retrieval from a �society of models��
In this paper� we describe two classi�cation algo�

rithms �A and B� that utilize color and texture cues
to obtain image descriptive keywords� such as skin� sky�
grass� outdoor� etc�� in a QBIC fashion� Algorithm A
is based on a sequential integration of color and tex�
ture information� while Algorithm B encompasses a si�
multaneous integration in a Bayesian framework using a
maximuma posteriori probability �MAP� approach� Al�
gorithm B provides generally a more accurate segmen�
tation at the expense of an increase in computational

complexity� The �nal classi�cation� resulting from the
use of Algorithm A or B� is employed as a basis for ob�
taining keyword annotations�

� COLOR SPACE

The YES color space 
� has been selected as a medium
for classi�cation� It is de�ned as follows��
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where the Y channel represents the luminance compo�
nent� and E� S channels represent the chrominance� It
has been chosen because� �� it constitutes a linear trans�
formation from RGB free of singularities� and �� it pro�
vides some computational e�ciencies� �The E and S
channels can be computed from RGB by shifting bits
rather than multiplication�� However� it is generally
agreed that there does not exist a single color space
which is good for all images 
�� The E and S channels
provide a suitable space for recognition of the classes
under consideration based on color� The Y channel will
be mainly utilized to model the texture information�

� TEXTURE MODEL

Texture is a useful cue for image classi�cation and an�
notation� It is modeled� based on the luminance �Y�
channel� by a set of prede�ned features� The features
employed are the �Haralick� measures 
� computed
from co�occurrence matrices� The co�occurrence matri�
ces provide information about the relative frequency of
occurrence of pairs of gray levels� separated by a cer�
tain distance in a certain direction� Here� we choose
�ve of these features� contrast �CON�� angular second
momentum �ASM�� inverse di�erence moment �IDM��
entropy �ENT�� and information measures of correla�
tion �IMC�� However� the proposed texture classi�ca�
tion algorithm is generic in the sense that it can be
utilized with any type and number of features� such
as Tamura features� wavelet domain features� etc� 
��
Our choice is in	uenced by the work of Ohanian et al�




��� who showed that co�occurrence based features per�
formed best in their texture classi�cation experiments�
The feature

vector f ij � 
CONij ASMij IDMij ENTij IMCijT

at pixel �i� j� is computed based on a local M �N win�
dow �typically a �� � ��� centered at that pixel� under
the assumption that the block contains a single texture
class� We model the conditional distribution of features
over all blocks belonging to the class by a Gaussian prob�
ability density function �pdf�� whose mean vector and
covariance matrix are computed from appropriate train�
ing sets or examples�

� COLOR AND TEXTURE INTEGRATION

ALGORITHMS

It is clear that we are faced with certain limitationswhen
employing color� and texture cues individually� For in�
stance� color alone cannot be used to distinguish be�
tween a �blue car� and a �blue sky�� Therefore� com�
bination of these cues can serve to improve annotation
and retrieval results� Hence� in this section� we intro�
duce classi�cation algorithms that are based on the com�
bined use of color� and texture information�

��� Algorithm A� Parallel Integration of Pixel�

Based Color and Block�Based Texture

The simplest approach is to combine pixel�based color
and block or region�based texture by logical �AND�OR�
operations� A block diagram of Algorithm A is shown
in Figure �� The color classi�cation is performed using
a pixel�based approach followed by smoothing via mor�
phological operations �three erosions followed by three
dilations using a � � � kernel� or Gibbs random �eld
based �ltering to obtain contiguous label clusters� The
advantages of this approach lie in its computational ef�
�ciency� and its ability to form smooth regions without
any segmentation� The details are described below�

����� Pixel�based Color

The pixel�based color classi�cation module 
�� consists
of two steps� which are brie	y reviewed below� classi�ca�
tion by �xed thresholding� and reassignment by adaptive
thresholding� The second step can be bypassed� thereby
improving the computational e�ciency� In summary�
the class conditional pdf of the chrominance components
wij � 
Eij Sij 

T belonging to each class is modeled by
a ��D Gaussian� where the mean vector and the covari�
ance matrix for each class are estimated from appro�
priate training sets or examples� Then� a succession
of binary hypothesis tests with image�adaptive thresh�
olds are employed to decide whether each pixel in an
image belongs to one of the predetermined classes or
not� The thresholds can be estimated either at run time
from user speci�ed con�dence bounds� or pre�computed
by using receiver operating characteristic �ROC� anal�
ysis on a set of training images� The main advantage
of this approach is its computational e�ciency since a

segmentation is not required prior to color classi�cation�
Furthermore�the user may choose to employ morpholog�
ical operations or GRF smoothing to form contiguous
decision regions� as an alternative supervised region for�
mation procedure� The performance of this approach
was demonstrated in 
��� where skin� sky� and grass
were selected as the target classes� These results indi�
cate that color can serve as a powerful initial classi�er
for image access and retrieval�

����� Smoothing via Gibbs Random Fields

A classi�cation of the image into N classes is attempted
by maximizing the a posteriori probability of the class
labels given the observed chrominance data� The pro�
posed approach is di�erent from many available MAP
color image segmentation methods because we target
recognition of speci�c color cues obtained from a train�
ing set of images� Letw denote a speci�c realization of a
random �eld� where wij � 
Eij Sij T denote the chromi�
nance vector of a pixel at location �i� j�� According to
Bayes theorem� a MAP estimate of the class labels x is
formed by maximizing the a posteriori probability�

p�x j w� � p�w j x�p�x� ���

The term p�x� represents the a priori pdf of the region
process� It is modeled by the Gibbs distribution�

p�x� �
�

Z
exp

�
�
X
c�C

Vc�x�

�
���

where Z is a normalizing constant� C is the set of all
cliques� and Vc is the clique potential for clique c� We
will consider the second order neighborhood with pair�
wise cliques� The clique potentials are de�ned as�

Vc�i� j� k� l� �

�
��� if xij � xkl and �i� j�� �k� l� � c

��� if xij �� xkl and �i� j�� �k� l� � c�

���
where �� is chosen as a positive quantity indicating that
two neighboring pixels are more likely to belong to the
same class than to di�erent classes�
On the other hand� the term p�w j x� represents

the conditional pdf of the observed chrominance vec�
tors of an image given the region labels� It is modeled
by a Gaussian pdf using a space�varying image intensity
model similar to 
�� for color images except that our
model does not assume independence among the color
channels� As a result� the a posteriori pdf ��� becomes

p�x j w� � exp fe� � e�g ���

where�
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and �
xij

c�ij� K
xij

c�ij denote the chrominance mean vector
and covariance matrix� respectively� for pixel �i� j� with
respect to the class xij� The MAP classi�cations can
then be obtained by maximizing Eq� ��� iteratively
through the use of iterated conditional modes �ICM��
where the sites are visited one by one in a raster scan�
and the label that yields the MAP is accepted as the
estimate for the site�

����� Block�based Texture

The block�based texture classi�cation approach is de�
pendent on the features computed from the co�occurence
matrices as discussed above� To this e�ect� the im�
age is �rst divided into blocks of size M � N � Note
that the block size utilized during classi�cation should
correspond to the size employed during the training
stage� Each block is then classi�ed by using a mini�
mum distance classi�er� The threshold utilized during
the classi�cation is computed at run time based on some
user speci�ed con�dence bound� or pre�computed from
a representative training set using an ROC curve anal�
ysis� The output of the classi�cation corresponds to the
blocks whose texture is similar to the one represented by
the training set or example� The advantage of the ap�
proach lie in its computational e�ciency since a region
formation process is not required prior to performing
the texture analysis�

����� Region�based Texture

The region�based approach classi�es selected regions as
a representative of a particular texture class �e�g�� in the
training set or provided by the example� or not� The
method followed here is similar to that of the block�
based texture classi�er� except� i� a denser set of fea�
ture vectors have been computed within each region by
allowing a �� � overlapping of the blocks in each di�
rection� and ii� a majority voting decision is utilized to
classify the overall region�
To this e�ect� each region is divided into several rect�

angular blocks whose size is chosen to match the size
employed in the training set to compute the correspond�
ing statistics for each texture class� Each block is then
classi�ed using an appropriate threshold computed at
run time or pre�computed based on the training set as
in the case of block�based classi�cation� Finally� a deci�
sion for the region is made based on majority voting of
the results of all blocks� The outcome is a set of regions
that possess a texture �similar� to those in the training
set or to the example�

��� AlgorithmB� Bayesian Integration of Color

and Texture

Color and texture classi�cations can also be integrated
within a Bayesian framework using a single classi�ca�
tion map x to indicate regions with similar color and
texture features� This approach determines x by using
the MAP criterion rather than simple logical operations�

thereby resulting in enhanced classi�cation at the ex�
pense of an increase in computational complexity� By
assuming conditional independence between the color
and texture features� we can express

p�x j w�f� � p�w�f j x�p�x� � p�w j x�p�f j x�p�x�
���

where w � 
E ST denote the vector of chrominance
components and
f � 
CON ASM IDM ENT IMCT denote the
vector of texture features�
The class�conditional pdf of color and textures fea�

tures are modeled by Gaussian pdfs for the class of in�
terest� The a priori probability is modeled by the Gibbs
distribution with a second order neighborhood and pair�
wise cliques� Assuming conditional independence among
the pixels within the image� the a posteriori pdf�

p�x j w�f� � exp fe� � e� � e�g ���

where�
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Eq� ��� has three terms� The �rst and second terms are
the color and texture data consistency terms� and the
third imposes spatial continuity of the segmentation la�
bels� ICM is utilized to maximize Eq� ��� iteratively by
alternating between computing the mean vectors and
covariance matrices for the appropriate classes� and es�
timating x until a convergence criterion is satis�ed�

� RESULTS

Figure � demonstrates an example of integrating color�
and texture using algorithms A and B to detect the pres�
ence of �grass� regions within a given image� Figure �b
shows the results of applying the pixel�based color clas�
si�cation algorithm� Note that� throughout the results�
the classi�cations are shown as �white� on a �gray�
background� where the �white� portions indicate the
regions that resulted in a positive match� Figures �c�
and �d demonstrate the results of smoothing Figure �b
by applying GRF and morphology� respectively� Figures
�e� �f� and �g demonstrate the results of combining color
and texture using the block and region�based texture
options of Algorithm A� and Algorithm B respectively�
These classi�cation are suitable for generating keyword
annotations such as �grass� or �outdoor��
We also compiled the annotation results using the

keywords �Outdoor� and �People� with a true positive
�TP � � false positive �FP � approach on a database of



�� images� The annotations obtained manually �ground
truth� are� true Outdoor ��� and true People ��� The re�
sults obtained using the pixel�based color classi�er alone
are� TP for Outdoor ��� FP for Outdoor �� TP for Peo�
ple ��� and FP for People �� Those obtained using color
and texture are� TP for Outdoor ��� FP for Outdoor
�� TP for People ��� and FP for People ��

	 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented color and texture based classi��
cation algorithms designed to� �� o�er the user a wide
range of options and 	exibilities to enhance the out�
come of the classi�cation� and �� provide a compromise
between accuracy and computational complexity� The
	exibility of allowing the user to select the appropriate
tool or set of tools must be� in our opinion� an underly�
ing requirement of any system designed for image access
and retrieval� For instance� a user may be interested in
retrieving all �grass� images and subsequently locating
the �grass� in a given image� Certainly� keyword search�
ing would be su�cient to retrieve all �grass� images in
a �real time� fashion� while algorithm A or B� for in�
stance� would help to locate the �grass� in the scene�
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